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A survey of recent contributions on three-dimensional grain-scale mechanical mod-
elling of polycrystalline materials is given in this work. The analysis of material micro-
structures requires the generation of reliable micro-morphologies and affordable compu-
tational meshes as well as the description of the mechanical behavior of the elementary
constituents and their interactions. The polycrystalline microstructure is characterized
by the topology, morphology and crystallographic orientations of the individual grains
and by the grain interfaces and microstructural defects, within the bulk grains and at
the inter-granular interfaces. Their analysis has been until recently restricted to two-
dimensional cases, due to high computational requirements. In the last decade, however,
the wider affordability of increased computational capability has promoted the develop-
ment of fully three-dimensional models. In this work, different aspects involved in the
grain-scale analysis of polycrystalline materials are considered. Different techniques for
generating artificial micro-structures, ranging from highly idealized to experimentally
based high-fidelity representations, are briefly reviewed. Structured and unstructured
meshes are discussed. The main strategies for constitutive modelling of individual bulk
grains and inter-granular interfaces are introduced. Some attention has also been de-
voted to three-dimensional multiscale approaches and some established and emerging
applications have been discussed.
Keywords: Polycrystalline Materials; Mesoscale modelling; Three-dimensional modelling.
1. Introduction
The development of materials for advanced engineering applications requires full
understanding of the material response to different operational and environmental
∗e-mail: ivano.benedetti@unipa.it
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conditions and, in many instances, the knowledge of their failure mechanisms is
of crucial importance. Component level phenomenological models may not always
be able to predict complex materials behaviors, especially if damage initiation and
evolution are of concern. It is today widely recognized that these aspects may be
better understood if the features of the material microstructure are considered and
brought into the modelling framework. The link between microstructure and mate-
rial macroscopic properties, the structure-property relationship 1,2,3,4, is technolog-
ically interesting as it may provide valuable information for the design of enhanced
materials 5.
Polycrystalline materials (metals, alloys or ceramics) are commonly used in engi-
neering applications. Their microstructure, at the grain scale, is characterized by
the grain morphology, size distribution, anisotropy and crystallographic orientation,
by the presence of flaws and porosity and by physical and chemical properties of
the intergranular interfaces 6, which also have a direct effect on the initiation and
evolution of damage.
The behavior of polycrystalline materials at the microscale can be studied using ex-
perimental 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15 and computational techniques 4,16,17. Much research
has been carried out for developing numerical models for the analysis of polycrys-
talline microstructures and their failure processes. Until recently, the development
of truly three-dimensional (3D) models was hindered by excessive computational
requirements. In recent years, however, computational micromechanics has experi-
enced a remarkable acceleration, due to the wider affordability of high performance
parallel computing, thus favoring the advancement of the subject 18,19,20,21.
There are several scientific and technological reasons for the interest in truly 3D
polycrystalline microstructural models 22,23,24,25:
• 3D models are required for understanding inherently 3D complex mi-
crostructural phenomena: the influence of the geometry on the microcrack-
ing evolution; the competition between different failure modes, e.g. inter-
and transgranular brittle propagation or the ductile-to-brittle transition;
the grain-to-grain propagation of cleavage fracture 26; the plastic deforma-
tion of the individual crystals.
• In some studies, simplified 3D geometries were initially generated extruding
2D grain topologies, sometimes obtained from the experimental observation
of micro-specimen surfaces. Although this may be suitable for very thin
specimens or films, it has been demonstrated that specimens built from an
identical surface grain structure, but with different internal morphology,
give raise to large discrepancies between the various solutions 27,28, which
justifies the trend towards fully 3D models;
• Computational investigations complement experimental techniques that, in
the 3D case, may be particularly complex and expensive, especially when
damage and failure are considered.
• An increasing number of applications, in various fields, require the man-
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ufacturing of micro-components whose overall dimensions are comparable
with the grain size, thus requiring accurate analysis at the grain scale level.
In this review, a brief survey of recent works on grain scale 3D mechanical modelling
of polycrystalline materials is presented. Other reviews on the micromechanics of
polycrystalline materials exist: Cailletaud et al.29 provided some elements of mi-
cromechanics; Crocker et al.22 gave a survey of computational modelling of fracture
in polycrystalline materials; a very comprehensive review of crystal plasticity was
provided by Roters et al.17; Simonovski and Cizelj 30 shortly reviewed grain scale
approaches to polycrystalline materials. The present review is mainly focused on
3D modelling and is intended to provide the reader with a quick introduction this
rapidly evolving field.
The paper is organized as follow. An overview of the main techniques used to gen-
erate artificial polycrystalline microstructures is given in Section 2, where simple
regular microstructures, random Voronoi tessellations, structures generated through
grain-growth algorithms and experimentally reconstructed microstructures are dis-
cussed. Section 3 gives an overview of the modelling strategies used for modelling
the polycrystalline aggregate, from the simplistic linear elastic models to the more
sophisticated models including crystal plasticity and damage. Some works on mul-
tiscale modelling involving polycrystalline materials are briefly discussed in Section
4. Some general discussion is given in Section 5, before the Conclusions.
2. Generation of model microstructures
The creation of a computer model of the polycrystalline microstructure requires at
least two steps:
• the generation of the microstructural morphology, described by sets of
points, grain edges, faces and volumes, which define the microstructural
topology ;
• the generation of an affordable mesh of the morphology.
If the analysis of large deformation is of interest, an additional step may be the
remeshing, addressed at reconstructing a high-quality mesh from a deformed mesh
comprising poor-quality elements 31.
The problem of the generation of a suitable virtual microstructure, morphology and
mesh, is particularly relevant, especially when the analysis of a relevant number of
grains in the three-dimensional case is of interest. Analysis of this kind are of inter-
est, for example, for predicting the occurrence of rare events in the polycrystalline
microstructure 32. Since the analysis of 3D micro-structures still remains a computa-
tionally challenging task, the quality of the generated microstructure and the ability
to deal with contingent artifacts, for example the presence of small edges/faces that
may challenge the round-off limit of the machine, due to the induction of undesired
overly mesh refinement, are so relevant to affect the feasibility and success of the
subsequent analysis strategy.
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In the present section, the generation, meshing and re-meshing of virtual 3D mi-
crostructures are discussed. Different methods for the generation of a virtual mor-
phology are discussed, in an order based on the ability to represent accurately the
features of the microstructure: at one hand, there are simplistic highly idealized rep-
resentations, in which the grains are represented as regular morphologies (cubes,
octahedra, etc.); at the other hand, there are highly sophisticated experimental
reconstructions, with sub-micrometer resolution, able to represent also microstruc-
tural defects. It is worth highlighting that a given representation may be more or
less accurate depending also on the specific task of the analysis: while a simplistic
morphology may produce accurate results in a homogenization framework, where
material macro-properties are inferred from the meso-scale, the analysis of micro-
damaging and micro-cracking processes is more likely to require a more accurate
representation of the micro-features, for example grain boundaries and defects.
2.1. Generation of virtual morphologies
A virtual representation of the polycrystalline morphology can be generated resort-
ing to: a) simplistic regular morphologies (cubes, dodecahedra, truncated octahe-
dra); b) analytically generated random morphologies, notably Voronoi tessellations;
c) computational simulation of grain growth; d) experimental techniques for mate-
rial characterization.
2.1.1. Regular simplified morphologies
Simplified grain morphologies have often been used in the literature, especially in
the context of homogenization theories 33,34, where the main objective of the analy-
sis is the establishment of a link between the material micro- and macro-properties,
i.e. the structure-property relationship, or for texture evolution predictions 35,36,
in crystal plasticity finite element analyses. Some example regular microstructures
are shown in Fig.1. It is worth mentioning that some materials naturally present a
regular micromorphology; in these cases the regular morphology is not a simplified
representation, but the accurate microstructure reproduction.
In Kalidindi et al.37, simple 2D square elements were used to represent the grains
in a finite element crystal plasticity computation, but the elements incorporated
complete 3D slip systems. Beaudoin et al.38 developed a hybrid FE formulation
for polycrystal plasticity of FCC metals, to investigate the link between micro and
macro variables of deformation and stress. In their model, a single brick finite el-
ement is used to represent either a whole (averaged) polycrystal in a continuum
mechanics framework or, more interestingly for the present study, a single grain
of a polycrystal, including effects related to the crystallographic anisotropy. Inter-
element continuity was exactly enforced on the aggregate, while inter-element equi-
librium of tractions was satisfied in an averaged sense, via weighted residuals, which
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explains the hybrid appellation of the formulation. Besides other applications, the
model was used to investigate the channel die compression of an aggregate with
16× 16× 16 brick elements, each representing a grain with its own crystallographic
orientation. The aggregate texture evolution was investigated and satisfying results
were reported and compared with other models predictions (Taylor and relaxed con-
straints models) and some experimental data. The work highlighted the suitability
of the formulation for cases where significant spatial variations exist in the consti-
tutive response within the investigated domain, as it is the case of polycrystals.
The model was then employed by Sarma and Dawson39, in a series of simulations ad-
dressed at studying the effect of the interactions between a crystal and its neighbors
on its own deformation and the overall texture evolution. Although the grains spe-
cific morphology was not considered, the results showed that the interactions among
crystals play an important role in determining how the applied macro-deformation
is redistributed among the grains. These observations were then used 40 to incor-
porate the effects of interactions of each grain with its neighbor grains, computing
its compliance relative to a set of neighboring crystals, in a crystal visco-plasticity
context. The model was used to successfully predict the texture evolution under
conditions of plane strain compression. It is worth noting here that that in the
concluding remarks the importance of incorporating crystal shape effects into the
model was highlighted by the authors.
Polycrystalline aggregates are idealized as simple three-dimensional arrangements
of grains in 41, where many elements per grain are used to represent non-uniform
deformations within individual grains, seen as domains separated by boundaries of
high misorientation. A crystal plasticity FE formulation is used to examine localized
deformation in fcc polycrystals.
Similar models, i.e. FE based averaging procedures developed initially as an im-
provement over classical averaging schemes (e.g the Taylor model) for modeling the
constitutive behavior of polycrystal aggregates with a known distribution of lattice
orientations and a known single crystal constitutive behavior, were tested by Bachu
and Kalidindi42, who used the three-dimensional FE model developed in43 to pro-
vide a direct quantitative comparison of the finite element (FE) predicted textures
a b c
Fig. 1. Example regular morphologies: a) cubic grains; b) rhombic grains; c) truncated octahedra.
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with some experimental results. Analogously, Van Houtte et al.44 used, in a 3D
framework, the FE model developed in37 to assess an alternative grain interaction
model (Lamel model). Also in these cases, the shape of the grains was not accu-
rately represented and each grain was modelled with one or more finite elements of
regular (usually cubical) shape and specific crystallographic orientation, although
the need for more accurate representation of the micro morphology was advocated
by Van Houtte et al.44.
A more sophisticated, although still idealized, representation of the grains was as-
sumed by Mika and Dawson 45,46, who represented fcc single crystals as rhombic
dodecahedra, i.e. 12-sided, space-filling polyhedra. Each crystal was then discretized
withe tetrahedral finite elements, the material constitutive behavior was rate de-
pendent crystal slip and compatibility and equilibrium were enforced in a weak
sense using hybrid finite element methodology. One of the declared objectives of
the investigation was the analysis of the influence of the crystal assumed shape on
the interactions between a crystal and its neighborhood, and the comparison with
previous analyses conducted adopting brick shaped crystals. Moreover, these studies
highlight in their conclusions that finer discretizations, and arguably morphologies,
are better equipped for a detailed investigation of local neighborhood effects.
Three-dimensional brick elements and tetrahedral elements arranged to form space
filling rhombic dodecahedra were employed in47, addressed to the assessment of the
texture development predictions of Taylor and finite element models in BCC iron.
A regular microstructure comprised of truncated octahedra, also referred to as a
tetrakaidecahedra or mecons, each representing a single grain was employed by
Jivkov et al. 48 to study intergranular stress corrosion cracking in stainless steel
with finite elements. The choice of the truncated octahedron as representative of a
single grain is motivated by the authors by the fact that, among all the 3D space fill-
ing polyhedra, this polyhedron presents a coordination number (number of neighbor
grains) closest to those observed in reality. With this assumption, a polycrystalline
aggregate is represented by an assembly of identical cells. It was highlighted that
the suggested representation of the microstructure reduces substantially the com-
putational requirements for the simulation of the crack propagation in large grain
aggregates. Extension to more general (not regular) microstructures was also sug-
gested.
Grains shaped either as cubes or truncated octahedrons, and different levels of mesh
refinement are used in 49, where the polycrystal is represented by a finite element
mesh loaded by periodic boundary conditions. Simulations rely on a simplified im-
plementation of crystal plasticity and it was concluded that truncated octahedral
grains yield improved predictions compared to those with cuboidal grains.
Ritz and Dawson34 considered grains of cubic, rhombic dodecahedral and truncated
octahedral shape and used an elasto-visco-plastic finite element model to compare
the mechanical response of meshes formed with these grain shapes. They examined
the influence of the grain shape on the aggregate response, in terms of local stress
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variations and aggregate elastic moduli, and concluded that elastic anisotropy in
the bulk material was not dependent on grain shape, while consistent trends were
observed in intragranular and intergranular stress distributions across these mesh
definitions.
2.1.2. Voronoi tessellations
Voronoi tessellations have been extensively used, both in two and three dimensions,
to provide first order approximations of random polycrystalline microstructures. It
has been shown that the Voronoi tesselations, built on a set of points randomly
scattered within a given volume, possess statistical features that make them topo-
logically close to real ceramic and metallic microstructures, as reported for example
by Kumar et al. 50,51, who used 3D Voronoi tessellations to evaluate the effective
thermal expansion coefficient and the micro-stress distribution within a polycrys-
talline aggregate.
Among randomly generated morphologies, Voronoi tessellations present the advan-
tages of being analytically defined and having straight triple lines and flat grain
faces, which appears quite appealing for numerical/computational purposes. Given a
bounded domain C ⊂ R3, and a set of generator points P = {xk ∈ C : k = 1, ..., n},
a Voronoi tessellation of C is given by the union of the polyhedra Gk defined by the
condition
Gk = {y ∈ R3 : ‖y − xk‖ < ‖y − x j‖ ∀j 6= k} (1)
The Voronoi cells are convex polyhedra bounded by flat polygonal faces. Two ad-
jacent Voronoi cells share a tessellation face, three cells share an edge and four
cells meet at a point called vertex, Fig.2. Voronoi tessellations have an interesting
physical interpretation: they can be seen as structures generated by a metallurgi-
cal solidification process in which all the grains nucleate at the point seeds at the
same time, the seeds maintain the same position in space during the process, the
solidification rate is uniform and isotropic for all the grains and stops when two
grain boundaries meet. The topology and morphology of the tessellation depend
on the arrangement of the set of point seeds scattered in the container C . Regular
morphologies (for example cubes, octahedra, dodecahedra) can be obtained arrang-
ing the seeds are arranged in a regular grid. However, in the case of polycrystalline
microstructures, a set of randomly distributed points is generally used to generate
the tessellation, which is then referred to as Poisson-Voronoi tessellation.
Several examples of use of Voronoi tessellations for polycrystalline materials are
present in the literature. Kozaczek et al.52 used the Poisson-Voronoi tessellation to
study the effect of the microstructural topology on the grain-boundary stress dis-
tribution in Alloy 600 polycrystalline materials. They generated two sample pure
microstructures (without defects or precipitates), with 250 and 500 grains respec-
tively, and analyzed the local concentrations of stresses at the vertices of 3D grains
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as a function of the misorientation angle between the grains themselves. Barbe et
al. 53,54 used 3D Voronoi polyhedra for the analysis of intergranular and intragran-
ular fields and also in recent works including modelling of phase transformations at
the microscale55. Three-dimensional Voronoi algorithms have been used by Nyg˚ards
and Gudmundson56, to generate a periodic polycrystalline microstructures for FE
simulations of a two-phase steel, by Nyg˚ards57, who generated periodic models
for investigating the number of grains necessary to homogenize elastic polycrystals
with cubic symmetry and by Kanit et al.58, who proposed a quantitative defini-
tion of the RVE size carrying out FE simulations on two phase Voronoi mosaics
for linear elasticity and thermal conductivity problems. Zhao and Tyron59 used
a Voronoi algorithm to perform a statistical analysis of microstress distribution
with single- and multi-phase polycrystalline metallic aggregates. 3D Voronoi poly-
hedra have been employed by Diard60 for studying the plasticity of polycrystalline
aggregates through crystal plasticity finite elements and by Zhang et al.61, who sim-
ulated microplasticity-induced deformations in uniaxially strained ceramics. Three-
dimensional Voronoi tessellations have also been used by Kamaya et al.62, who
performed a statistical analysis of grain-boundary stresses in a microstructure com-
prised of 100 grains, by 63,64,65,32, who modeled bainitic steel with crystal plasticity
finite elements, by Luther and Ko¨nke66, who developed an algorithm to generate
polycrystals with arbitrary grain size distribution functions for studying brittle in-
tergranular damage in metallic polycrystals, by Musienko and Cailletaud67, to study
intergranular stress corrosion cracking, transgranular cracking in a crystal plasticity
framework, by Weinzapfel et al.68, who presented a finite element model for ana-
lyzing subsurface stresses in an elastic half-space subjected to a general Hertzian
contact load, with explicit consideration of the material microstructure topology,
by Bomidi et al.21, who developed a 3D finite element model to investigate inter-
granular fatigue damage of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) devices and
to account for the effects of topological randomness of material microstructure on
fatigue lives and by Benedetti and Aliabadi 69,70, who studied the evolution of in-
tergranular damage and cracking through cohesive-frictional boundary elements.
Fig. 2. An example of micromorphology generated through Voronoi tessellation. The individual
grains are convex polyhedra with flat polygonal faces.
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It is worth noting that Voronoi tessellations are also frequently taken as ini-
tial microstructures in many thermodynamics-based models (phase field, level-set,
. . . ) meant at describing recrystallisation or phase transformation in polycrystals
71,72,73,74.
Some different aspects have been investigated and should be considered when gen-
erating Voronoi tessellations with the aim of modelling polycrystalline microstruc-
tures:
• the initial set of seed points must be scattered, or packed, so to eventually
generate tessellations with a suitable statistical grain size distribution;
• the topology of the tessellation should be as clean as possible from exces-
sively small entities, either edges or faces, which, although mathematically
consistent, can become problematic from a computational point of view,
challenging the machine round-off precision or inducing overly mesh refine-
ment.
Several studies have been performed on various topological and morphological sta-
tistical features of three-dimensional Voronoi aggregates, to assess their ability to
represent some spatial structures in various fields of investigation 75,76,77,78. In the
specific case of polycrystalline microstructures, on the basis of some experimen-
tal investigations, some authors7 have highlighted that Voronoi tessellations un-
derestimate the grain size distribution and overestimate the number of faces per
grain. Some of these issues can be corrected through the application of correction
schemes31 that slightly modify the topology of the aggregate, and then the statisti-
cal distributions of some features, at the cost of some pre-processing complication.
It is also possible, to some extent, to modify the topological and morphological fea-
tures of random aggregates controlling the initial distribution of generating points79,
introducing a hardcore constraint to avoid points too close to each other and then
distorted grains. In any case, the Voronoi tessellations retain the advantages of
simplicity and suitability for numerical treatment. Algorithms for packing parti-
cles together to provide tessellations with more realistic grain size distributions
have been proposed also by Fan et al.80, who suggested Voronoi diagrams in the
Laguerre geometry based on random closed packing of spheres, with volumes fol-
lowing a log-normal distribution, as a better approximation of real materials with
respect to Poisson-Voronoi diagrams, by Nouri et al.81, who developed two different
algorithms based on molecular dynamics and on the discrete element method and
by Lavergne et al.82, who combined dense-sphere packing with Power diagrams.
Three-dimensional Voronoi tessellation can be generated using different software
packages available in the open domain.
Examples are provided by Neper 31 (http://neper.sourceforge.net/), Voro++
83 (http://math.lbl.gov/voro++/), Qhull 84 (http://www.qhull.org/). Some
packages, for example Neper, also provide meshing procedures for FE analysis. In
the choice of a package, it is important to consider whether the way the tessellation
is generated and stored is suitable for the particular considered application. Some
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packages, e.g. Voro++, generate the tessellation as a set of individual grains, with
their own edges and faces and list of neighboring grains, while others, e.g. Qhull,
represent the tessellation as a collection of vertices connected by edges, so that the
identifications of individual grains may result more involved. The preference be-
tween one representation or the other depends then on the target application.
2.1.3. Computational simulation of grain-growth
Voronoi tessellation are known to provide a first order approximation of polycrys-
talline microstructures. Nevertheless, they still generate highly idealized grain mor-
phologies and this is apparent considering that each Voronoi cell is a convex poly-
hedron bounded by flat convex polygonal faces. A better approximation of the real
grain morphology, in a given material, can be obtained by directly simulating the
grain growth process, on the basis of boundary energy minimization principles. A
recent review of grain-growth simulation techniques, with a discussion of advantages
and drawbacks of each method, has been given by Miodownik85.
In recent years, several techniques for the computer simulation of grain growth have
been developed, including Monte Carlo Potts models, vertex tracking, front track-
ing, cellular automata and phase-field approaches. These methods were initially de-
veloped for the 2D case. However, the affordability of higher computational power
has recently promoted the extension to the non-trivial 3D case. Three-dimensional
aggregates with a relevant number of grains have been successfully addressed using
Monte Carlo Potts models 86,87,88,89,90. A Monte-Carlo grain growth algorithm was
used by Sarma et al.91, who generated an initial microstructure for FE simulations
of cold deformation at the mesoscale in a crystal plasticity framework. Also other
techniques such as boundary-tracking approaches92,93,94, vertex tracking95,96,97 and
cellular automata98 have been successfully developed.
A versatile and mature method for grain-growth simulation, along with Monte Carlo
Potts models, is the phase-field technique, particularly adequate in the presence of
multiple phases or gradients of concentration, stress or temperature. A 3D phase-
field model has been developed by Krill III and Chen99. Suwa et al.100 developed
a 3D phase-field model of grain growth for materials containing finely dispersed
second-phase particles. They also investigated the effect of anisotropy in grain-
boundary mobility on growth kinetics and morphology of grain structure101 and
performed 3D simulations of normal grain growth by using the multi-phase-field
(MPF) model, accelerated by parallel coding techniques102. For reducing the com-
putational requirements of phase-field models, Vanherpe et al.103 proposed a sparse
bounding box algorithm and applied it to a 3D model for grain growth in presence
of second-phase particles. An introduction to phase-field modelling of microstruc-
tural evolution is given in Moelans et al.104, while a recent review of the technique
is given by Loginova and Singer105.
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2.1.4. Experimental characterization of three-dimensional microstructures
For the generation of virtual polycrystalline microstructures, at the other end of the
picture with respect to highly idealised and simplistic representations, in terms of
accuracy of the generated morphology, there are three-dimensional reconstructions
based on more or less sophisticated experimental techniques. The experimental char-
acterization has traditionally been based on optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of two-dimensional
sections of three-dimensional micro-specimens. Any reconstruction technique must
be able to provide information on both the micro-morphology of the aggregate
and its crystallographic features (crystallographic orientation, presence of different
phases, etc.). A truly three-dimensional reconstruction is still a challenging task,
but some interesting advancements have recently taken place.
The techniques for three-dimensional microstructural reconstruction can be clas-
sified into destructive and non-destructive techniques. Non-destructive reconstruc-
tions are particularly relevant when the study of polycrystalline deformation, tex-
ture development or micro-damage and micro-cracking evolution is of interest: it
is apparent how any destructive technique interferes, for example, with the propa-
gation of an intergranular micro-crack, making as a matter of fact impossible the
study of its evolution. On the other hand, destructive reconstructions of large poly-
crystalline aggregates allow the extraction of statistical data that can be used to
assess and improve the generation of artificial microstructure.
Among destructive techniques, an important role for three-dimensional character-
ization of materials, is played by serial sectioning : the relevant morphological and
crystallographic information is collected, by means of various acquisition techniques,
from a sequence of stacked two-dimensional sections of the material specimen and
then post-processed to generate an as much as possible accurate microstructural
representation 8,106. Strictly speaking, serial sectioning refers to the material re-
moval operations that allow to access sequential layers of the micro-specimen. The
micro-polishing can be performed using different techniques (mechanical, chemi-
cal, laser-based, etc.) and care must be taken to avoid altering or destroying the
microstructural features that must be measured. After a specific layer is revealed,
the 2D trace of the individual grains on the considered plane is acquired through
optical or electronic microscopy, while the information about the crystallographic
orientation is provided by means of Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM), such
as Electron Back Scattering Diffraction (EBSD). If a 3D characterization is pur-
sued, the information collected from the different accessed layer must be combined
to provide a consistent representation of the microstructure, whose quality depends
on different factors such as the the accuracy and automation of the polishing tech-
niques, the sampling resolutions, both in-section and in-depth, the algorithms used
for post-processing the collected data and avoiding possible artifacts, such as grain
overlapping. Automated serial sectioning is a flexible, low-cost technique for rapidly
obtaining three-dimensional (3-D) microstructural data in a wide variety of mate-
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rials, as described for example by Spowart et al.107,108. Digital imaging processing
and segmentation techniques can be used to address reconstruction issues 109.
Serial sectioning has been consistently used in the recent literature for studying
polycrystalline microstructures. Lewis et al.110 used a combination of serial section-
ing with EBSD for the reconstruction of individual grains in a commercial super-
austenitic stainless steel. Second-phase σ particles features were also analyzed. The
obtained results were intended to provide boundary conditions for atomistic cal-
culations of specific grain boundary structures as well as the basis for mesoscale
image-based models of mechanical behavior of the microstructures. Rowenhorst et
al.111 combined EBSD analysis with serial sectioning to allow for direct, quan-
titative investigations into the 3D morphology and 3D crystallography of coarse
martensite crystals formed in HSLA-100 steel. An integrated framework for the au-
tomated analysis of polycrystalline microstructures based on serial sectioning has
been developed by Groeber et al. 9,112,11,113, based on a dual-beam focused ion
beam-scanning electron microscope (DB FIB-SEM) equipped with an EBSD sys-
tem. A similar approach has been developed and used by Zaefferer et al.114. Similar
techniques are being increasingly used also in geology for the characterization of
geological, also polycrystalline, materials115. An introduction to the use of the use
of focused ion beam microscopy in materials science can be found in Munroe116.
The output of serial sectioning has often been used to generate computational mod-
els for finite element (FE) analysis. Sumigawa et al.117 used repeated polishing and
OIM to obtain the crystalline orientation and the three-dimensional shape of each
grain of an aggregate, to perform a FE analysis and study the characteristic slip
behavior near the grain boundary of a copper polycrystalline specimen subjected
to high-cycle fatigue. In Lewis and Geltmacher118 a 3D spatial and crystallographic
reconstruction was generated using optical microscopy, serial sectioning, and EBSD
for an austenitic steel microstructure. The generated output was incorporated into
an image-based FE model to simulate the mesoscale mechanical response of the
real microstructure and specific 3D visualization techniques were used to identify
critical microstructural features at which the onset of plasticity, failure and frac-
ture are predicted to occur. Bhandari et al.119 developed a methodology in which
realistic 3D polycrystalline microstructures, generated through the DB FIB-SEM
serial sectioning technique developed by Groeber et al.9,112, are discretized into
consistent 3D tetrahedral finite elements by a mesh generator provided with res-
olution control, for ensuring meaningful computational analysis in microstructure-
property evaluation. The reconstruction uses primitives in CAD modeling based on
hierarchical geometrical representation and requires data cleanup, interface point
identification, parametric polynomial and NURBS function based surface patch re-
construction, generalized cell-decomposition, geometric defeaturing and gap-overlap
removal. Musienko et al.120 used a technique based on micro-polishing, SEM and
Orientation Image Microscopy (OIM) for performing a crystal plasticity FE analysis
of a three-dimensional copper specimen. The three-dimensional microstructure of
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a bcc β-Ti alloy was generated combining serial sectioning, high-resolution optical
microscopy, EBSD and image processing algorithms by Qidwai et al.121, who also
provided a short overview of image-based computational modelling for polycrystals.
The reconstructed microstructure was incorporated into large-scale crystal plastic-
ity FE models, to study microstructureyield correlation in the considered titanium
alloy. Serial sectioning and SEM-ESBD measurements were used by Nakamachi et
al.122, to experimentally characterize the 3D microstructure of a 99% pure iron
sheet metal and generate an RVE to be used in a homogenization based multiscale
finite element analysis of sheet metals.
It is worth noting that in some cases, OIM alone is sufficient to reconstruct the mor-
phology of the specimen, without resorting to polishing operations. However, this is
the case of simple columnar or quasi-columnar specimens, such as those considered
for example by Bhattacharyya et al.123, who used Back-Scattered Kikuchi Diffrac-
tion patterns and SEM to obtain orientation imaging micrographs of polycrystalline
aluminum samples to be used in a crystal plasticity study. You et al.124 performed a
detailed comparative experimental/computational analysis of the tensile deforma-
tion of a 316LVM stent strut-like specimen. Due to the typically small cross section
of a stent strut, it was possible to develop full 3D models of the specimen without
resorting to any polishing and using only SEM, strain mapping and OIM.
In other instances, orientation imaging micrographs of selected external specimen
surfaces have been used, in conjunction with space filling algorithms and Voronoi
tessellations, to generate statistical reconstructions of the internal 3D microstruc-
ture, as suggested by Brahme et al.125. Using the same idea, St-Pierre et al.126
and Ge´rard et al.127 presented a methodology to create realistic 3D microstruc-
tures of polycrystals: based on 2D EBSD analysis, the parameters necessary to
describe a microstructure were identified as grain size, grain shape and crystallo-
graphic orientation distributions. Then, a methodology was developed to extend this
surface observation to a realistic volumetric description, necessary to simulate 3D
microstructures. The generated microstructures were tested and optimized through
FE simulations. The approach has been validated by comparing multiple slices of a
virtual 3D microstructure with an experimental surface observation.
Non-destructive techniques for the 3D reconstruction of polycrystalline microstruc-
tures include X-ray tomography 128,129,130,131, X-ray diffraction microscopy 132, dif-
ferential aperture X-ray microscopy 133.
X-ray tomography has been used to extract information on the 3D micro-topology
and micro-morphology of polycrystalline materials and it can provide 3D density
and chemical distributions with sub-micrometre resolution. This data is useful for
the visualization of the microstructure, but it must be complemented with addi-
tional crystallographic information, when the study of the structure-property link
or other mechanical aspects are of interest. Ludwig et al.134, for example, used syn-
chrotron radiation X-ray micro-tomography, complemented with EBSD measure-
ments of the grain orientation on the sample surface, for the 3D visualization and
analysis of the interaction of a short fatigue crack with the grains of a cast Al alloy.
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The visualization of the grains was obtained by decorating the grain boundaries by
liquid Ga, used as a selective contrast agent. The complex 3D shape of the crack
were correlated with the grains structure. Dobric et al.7 used absorption-contrast
X-ray micro-tomography, to perform large-scale microstructural characterization of
polycrystalline aluminum. The aluminum sample was doped with Sn, with the aim
of enhancing the grain boundary X-ray contrast, due to its segregation at the grain
boundaries. Suitable refinement schemes, based on grain-growth algorithms, were
employed to extract reliable information about the topology, morphology, grain size
of nearly 5000 individual grains in polycrystalline Al-Sn. It is interesting to note
that, on the basis of their work, the authors concluded that the distributions and av-
erages of available data deviate significantly from the corresponding microstructural
parameters of 3D Poisson-Voronoi tessellations, often used to model polycrystalline
samples, and that much better agreement was observed with microstructures gen-
erated by the computer simulation of three-dimensional grain growth.
Larson et al.133 developed a 3D X-ray technique with polychromatic synchrotron
X-ray micro-beams, called differential aperture X-ray microscopy (DAXM), for the
characterization of single-crystal, polycrystalline, composite and functionally graded
materials. Using the technique, they were able to probe local crystal structure, ori-
entation and strain tensors with submicrometre spatial resolution and demonstrated
the methodology on polycrystalline aluminium and cylindrically bent silicon. As the
authors concluded, the availability these high-resolution measurements provided a
direct, and previously missing, link between the actual material microstructure and
evolution and the results of numerical simulations and multi-scale modelling of mi-
crostructure and evolution on mesoscopic length scales. This is possible because
this reconstruction technique provides non-destructively morphological, crystallo-
graphic and deformation information, allowing then to follow the evolution of the
microstructure under external actions: it is worth noting that this kind of analy-
sis/assessment is not possible with destructive techniques, which only allow pre- or
post-deformation measures.
A range of techniques for 3D non-destructive material characterization have been
developed at the Risø National Laboratory, Denmark 135. The methods are based
on the diffraction of high-energy X-rays and have been implemented, in collabora-
tion with the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), in a methodology
known as three-dimensional X-ray diffraction (3DXRD) microscopy136.
A technique closely related to 3DXRD, called diffraction contrast tomography
(DCT), has been developed by King et al.10,137 in collaboration with the Risø
group138,139,12, and it combines the principles of X-ray diffraction imaging, three-
dimensional X-ray diffraction microscopy (3DXRD) and image reconstruction from
projections. DCT provides access to 3D grain shape and crystallographic orientation
and it can be applied to a large range of polycrystalline materials, provided some
conditions on grain size and texture are fulfilled. The straightforward combination
with high-resolution micro-tomography opens interesting new possibilities for the
observation of microstructure related damage and deformation mechanisms in these
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materials, as it has been shown by King et al.10, who studied the interaction between
inter-granular stress corrosion cracking and microstructure. Model microstructures
generated by DCT have also been used by Simonovski and Cizelj18,19,20,30 to study
intergranular stress corrosion cracking.
2.2. Microstructure meshing and remeshing
Once the microstructural morphology has been generated, the construction of a
computational mesh of adequate quality constitutes a non trivial task. The chal-
lenge is the generation of a mesh able to represent, with sufficient accuracy, the local
fields, but with a reasonable number of degrees of freedom. Except the simple case
of regular microstructures, whose regularity simplifies the meshing process, the gen-
eral case of random or experimentally reconstructed microstructures requires special
attention, due to the recurrence of entities (grain edges or faces) which may vary
considerably with respect to their average size, thus challenging the homogeneity
of the mesh itself, or due to the presence of experimental artifacts, such as gaps or
overlaps, that need to be removed before generating the mesh itself.
Focusing on the case of random Voronoi tessellations, either structured or unstruc-
tured meshes have been used in the literature 140. Structured meshes, employed in
many works53,54,57,60, use elements of regular shape, e.g. cubes, to mesh the entire
region of interest and attribute to each element the crystallographic properties of
the grain to which they belong, based on the previously generated tessellation. It is
obvious that this approach cannot represent with sufficient accuracy the interface
between two grains and also with very refined meshes the introduction of intergran-
ular artifacts is unavoidable. Unstructured meshes50,51,79,59, on the other hand, are
built starting from the grains morphology. Usually, the grain edges (1D) are meshed
first, to provide the seeds for the meshing of the grain faces (2D), which in turn
provide a constraint for the interior domain (3D). Their advantage is that, being
built on the morphology itself, are able to represent without artifacts the intergran-
ular interfaces.
As mentioned above, random tessellations show remarkable variabilities in grain size
and shape, which are representative of real morphologies. This aspect makes them
particularly challenging to mesh with good-quality elements. As a consequence, as
pointed out by Quey et al.31, free meshing of Voronoi tessellations has been applied
almost exclusively to relatively small polycrystals (< 103 grains) and used primarily
in the context of small deformation studies60,67,79 (< 1%). In this context, mesh
homogeneity has been usually pursued linking the mesh to the average edge length
L¯e, which is a feature of the tessellation, by introducing a discretization parameter
dm, so that the generic tessellation edge of length Le is split in a number of segments
given by
ns = round
(
dm
Le
L¯e
)
(2)
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where round(x) is the function returning the value of the argument rounded to
the integer closer to x itself (excluding zero). The parameter dm then defines the
number of segments in which the average length cell edge is split, and it is then
a measure of the mesh density. After edge splitting has been accomplished, the
segment vertices are used as seeds for the face triangulation and the face mesh is
used as constraint for the volume discretization. This procedure has been used for
example by Fritzen et al.79, who developed a numerical methodology for the gen-
eration of 3D periodic meshes with variable mesh density, for the homogenization
of polycrystalline aggregates. Benedetti et al.69,141,70 used this strategy, together
with other improvements addressed at ensuring the generation of good surface tri-
angulations, to provide a mesh of the surface only of the grains, to be used in the
boundary integral formulation of the polycrystalline problem.
Although this simple technique may provide acceptably regular meshes in the case
of small aggregates (few grains), the case of large aggregates or large deformations
requires further attention. The unavoidable presence of small entities, for example
short edges, is generally responsible for the induction of overly mesh refinements,
with obvious disadvantages in terms of mesh affordability. This issue has been ad-
dressed by Quey et al.31, who presented an original methodology for the generation,
meshing and remeshing of large-scale three-dimensional random polycrystals. They
generated the microstructure through Voronoi tessellation and proposed original ap-
proaches for: a) geometry regularization, by removing some geometrical morpholog-
ical details; b) multi-meshing, by using simultaneously several meshing algorithms
to optimize mesh quality; c) re-meshing, by which a new mesh is constructed over a
deformed mesh and the state variables are transported, for large strain applications.
The methodology was shown to generate meshes of optimal quality, with a reduced
number of degrees of freedom. An alternative strategy, based on the use of level set
functions for the generation of meshes with anisotropic refinement, was proposed
by Resk et al.142, who also extended their technique to remeshing procedures in
case of problems involving large deformations.
The meshing of experimentally reconstructed microstructures has been accom-
plished in several studies7,118,112,120,121,17 Bhandari and Ghosh et al.119,143 devel-
oped a sophisticated methodology for meshing 3D polycrystalline microstructures,
generated with a DB FIB-SEM system. The grains are segmented as a collection of
voxels using crystallographic orientation data and the surface topology is smoothed
using polynomial and NURBS functions. A cell decomposition algorithm generates
3D grains, bounded by the regularized surface segments. Various strategies are used
to remove artifacts, such as gaps or overlaps, and ensure grain compatibility. Fi-
nally, the reconstructed morphology is discretized into FE tetrahedral elements,
and mesh-quality improvements are adopted to reduce the number of degrees of
freedom. The methodology allows the control of the mesh resolution, which is an
important aspect for micromechanical analysis.
Simonovski and Cizelj18 developed a framework for automatic and parallelized gen-
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eration of FE models from discrete spatial data (voxels) obtained from experimental
techniques, such as diffraction contrast tomography. The technique results partic-
ularly effective for complex polycrystalline aggregates, with explicit account for
grain shapes and orientations. Special algorithms have been devised for process-
ing voxel-based data, removing holes and ensuring consistency of the reconstructed
morphology surfaces. Then, FE meshes of the reconstructed surfaces were gener-
ated, followed by interior volume meshing. The method assures conformal meshes
between surfaces in contact and enables parallel (and the independent) meshing of
the constituents.
3. Computational modelling and analysis of polycrystalline
microstructures
The computational modelling and analysis of three-dimensional polycrystalline
grain-scale structures has been tackled in several recent works. A variety of meth-
ods, differing for the complexity of the modelling strategy as well as for the scope
of the investigation, have been proposed in the literature. Different models may
differ for the constitutive laws used for the individual bulk grains: in some simplis-
tic approaches, the grains are modelled as isotropic elastic domains, with different
elastic constants in case of multiphase materials; other authors use anisotropic laws,
while more advanced models include crystal plasticity, i.e. anisotropic plasticity tak-
ing place via shear on specific set of crystallographic planes. Also the modelling of
interfaces varies from simple assumptions (perfect bonding between grains) to com-
plex models such as cohesive laws embodying the possibility of damage initiation
and evolution.
In this section, the following classification is proposed, for reviewing purposes: sim-
ple models, relying on the assumption of linear behavior of the constituent grains,
and with no or simple modelling of the interfaces, are considered first; 3D models
including crystal plasticity are reviewed after; more sophisticated works, including
also the modelling of the inter-granular interfaces, and attention devoted to the
analysis of damage or cracking, are considered last.
3.1. Microstructures with linear elastic grains
In several works the polycrystalline microstructure is modelled as an aggregate of
linear isotropic grains, with different elastic modula, or as an aggregate of linearly
orthotropic or anisotropic grains, with different orientation in space. In both cases,
from the numerical point of view, irrespective of the strategy used to generate the
micromorphology, the problem can be seen as a multi-domain or multi-region prob-
lem. The aggregate behavior is linear if the intergranular interface is modelled as
a perfect bond between contiguous grains. However, more sophisticated aggregate
behaviors emerge if the interface is modelled with traction-displacement relation-
ships, allowing intergranular displacement jump.
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Without loss of generality, the constitutive equations for the grain material can be
written
σij = cijklεkl (3)
where the constants cijkl denote the components of the stiffness tensor linking the
stress tensor σij to the strain tensor εkl. If the compact Voigt notation is used to
denote the elements of the elastic tensors, see for example 144, the stiffness tensor
can be written as a (6 × 6) matrix C = [Cij ], where C11 = c1111, C12 = c1122,
C16 = c1112, C44 = c2323 etc. For the general orthotropic case, 9 constants are
needed for the complete material characterization, being C14 = C15 = C16 = 0,
C24 = C25 = C26 = 0, C34 = C35 = C36 = 0 and C45 = C46 = C56 = 0. The
constitutive equations can then be written in the form
σ11
σ22
σ33
σ23
σ13
σ12

=

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C12 C22 C23 0 0 0
C13 C23 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C55 0
0 0 0 0 0 C66


γ11
γ22
γ33
γ23
γ13
γ12

(4)
where γii = εii for i = 1, ..., 3 and γij = 2εij for i 6= j.
The main objectives of several studies assuming linear elastic single-crystal behavior
were:
• the analysis of micro-stresses distributions within the microstructure, espe-
cially at the grain boundaries, likely to enable damage or fracture initiation
at the mesoscale;
• the estimation of the macroscopic (effective, aggregate) material properties,
emerging from the constituent properties, based on the previous determi-
nation of the representative volume element (RVE) size, often expressed in
terms of number of grains necessary for the homogenization.
In a linear framework, the estimation of the effective material modula, is generally
performed considering stress and strain volume averages3,16,145, defined by
〈γij〉 .= 1
V
∫
V
γij(x )dV (x ) =
1
2V
∫
∂V
(uinj + niuj)dS (5)
and
〈σij〉 .= 1
V
∫
V
σij(x )dV (x ) =
1
V
∫
∂V
xitjdS (6)
where the integrals over the RVE volume V are transformed into surface integrals
over the volume boundary ∂V as consequence of the divergence theorem (the symbol
.
= denotes a definition), if grains separation and body forces, respectively, are not
present in the microstructure.
If macro-strains Γij and macro-stresses Σij are defined according to
Γij
.
= 〈γij〉 Σij .= 〈σij〉, (7)
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then the energetic macro-homogeneity Hill-Mandel condition is satisfied if an ad-
equate set of boundary conditions3,58,145, either kinematic, static or periodic, is
adopted for the microstructural unit cell. The relationship between the stress and
strain macro-fields is then given by
Σij = cˆijklΓkl or Σ = CˆΓ Voigt notation (8)
where cˆijkl are components of the apparent overall constitutive tensor; the hat de-
notes apparent overall properties, to distinguish them from the microscopic grain
properties appearing in Eq.(3). The previous relationship is the homogenized stress-
strain equation and forms the basis of several homogenization procedures. To com-
pletely characterize Cˆ, a suitable set of linearly independent kinematic boundary
conditions has to be used.
A brief overview of microstructural models set in a linear framework is given in the
following. Kozaczek et al.52 used the finite element method (FEM) to analyze the
stress distributions within two Alloy 600 polycrystalline unit cube microstructures,
with 250 and 500 grains respectively. Each grain was given a random orientation in
space, i.e. no crystallographic texture was assumed. Moreover, each grain was as-
sumed with cubic symmetry, i.e. three independent elastic constants C11, C12 and
C44 were assigned. Each crystal was divided into tetrahedral volume elements with a
common vertex at the grain seed. The values of the aggregate elastic constants, com-
puted through homogenization using the three-dimensional microstructural model,
were in good agreement with some analytical estimations. Biaxial stress and al-
most uniaxial stress were considered as boundary conditions for the unit cube, to
mimic the environment present at the component surfaces, where the intergranular
stress corrosion cracking takes place in steam generators components, which was
the investigation motivation. MSC-Nastran was used as FE commercial package. A
similar study, addressed at estimating local grain-boundary stress concentrations
due to crystal orientation mismatch, as performed by Kumar et al.51.
Nygards and Gudmundson56 developed a three-dimensional polycrystalline mi-
crostructural model for the analysis of a two-phase ferrite/pearlite steel. The mi-
crostructure was generated through Voronoi tessellation, it was periodic and sub-
jected to periodic boundary conditions. The modelling strategy was validated as-
sessing the material homogenization in case of orthotropic elastic behavior of the
constitutive grains. The two-phase steel was however simulated adopting a sim-
plified elastic-plastic behavior for the constituent phases. The work showed that,
using periodic constraints, microstructures with only 5 grains are able to provide
representative aggregate stress-strain curves. A similar FE model was employed to
investigate the minimum number of grains to be included in an RVE for materials
with cubic symmetry57. It was concluded that the number of grains necessary to
homogenize such materials depends on the anisotropy of the constituents and a
relationship in terms of the Zener anisotropy ratio was given. In the two aforemen-
tioned studies ABAQUS was used as FE software package.
Zhao and Tyron59 generated a statistical volume element (SVE) for single- and
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multi-phase polycrystalline metallic materials, to perform a statistical analysis of
the von Mises stress distribution within the model microstructure. Aggregates with
100, 150 and 200 grains were generated through a Voronoi tessellation algorithm.
Each grain was assumed to be homogeneous and anisotropic. The FE analysis
was carried out using MSC Patran/Nastran. A similar analysis was performed by
Kamaya et al.62, who specifically focused on the analysis of intergranular grain-
boundary stresses, which have a direct effect on the initiation of stress corrosion
cracking phenomena. They performed a FE analysis of a 100-grain Voronoi-type mi-
crostructure and carried out a statistical analysis of grain-boundary stresses. MSC
Patran and ABAQUS were respectively used to generate the microstructure and
analyze the stress state.
A copper polycrystalline microstructure, carefully reconstructed from serial section-
ing and ESBD, was modelled using the FEM by Sumigawa et al. 117, who investi-
gated the formation of persistent slip bands (PSBs) close to the grain boundaries in
high-cycle fatigue tests. They assumed anisotropic linear behavior for the individ-
ual grains and assigned the experimentally determined crystallographic orientation.
They concluded recording the coincidence between grain boundary stress concentra-
tions due to crystallographic misorientation and the experimentally observed PSBs.
Specifically focused on the identification of the size of the representative volume el-
ement (RVE) in linear elastic randomly structured polycrystals, made up of cubic-
shape cubic-symmetry single crystals is the study by Ranganathan and Ostoja-
Starzewski33. In this study, the numerical simulations were performed on simple
morphologies, i.e. aggregates of cubic-shaped grains with cubic material symmetry
randomly oriented in space. However, the aim of the study was mainly theoretical,
and the numerical simulations were mainly used to assist in the formulation of a
scaling function for this class of materials. However it was specified that, although
the scope of the work was restricted to simple aggregates, the developed concepts
could be generalized to other crystal shapes and classes as well as to scaling of other
elastic/inelastic properties
Bo¨hlke et al. used FEM to carry out computational material homogenization
of polycrystalline materials. In Fritzen et al.79, they considered FCC polycrys-
tals with cubic symmetry, namely copper, gold and nickel. Periodic Voronoi mi-
crostructures generated with a specifically developed mesh generator were used
and the grains were subdivided into tetrahedral elements using the Tetgen library
(http://tetgen.berlios.de/index.html). Given a certain number of grains Ng,
they generated a certain number of microstructures with Ng grains, and estimated
the apparent properties for each microstructural realization through volume aver-
ages. Then, they averaged these computed values over the number of generated mi-
crostructures, to improve the homogenization numerical convergence. The obtained
results were in good agreement with analytical results, and with experimental re-
sults for copper, also for relatively few grains, due the periodicity of the mesh. In
Bohlke et al.140 they considered a dental alloy, mainly consisting of gold, and carried
out the homogenization using a 3D FE model. Analytical, numerical and experi-
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mental results agreed, confirming the quality of the computational model. The FE
software package ABAQUS was used for these investigations.
Benedetti and ALiabadi69 recently developed a three-dimensional grain-boundary
formulation for the analysis polycrystalline microstructures. The micromorphology
is generated through hardcore Voronoi tessellation and the individual grains are
assumed to be homogeneous anisotropic domains with arbitrary space orientation.
The peculiarity of the model consists in the use of boundary integral equations for
the representation of the elastic problem for the individual grain, which allow to ex-
press the polycrystalline problem directly in terms of grain boundary displacements
and tractions that, as seen, play an important role in the aggregate micromechanics.
The classical multi-region boundary element method is the natural choice for the
numerical solution of the problem, which has the advantage of requiring the mesh-
ing of the grain boundary only. Material homogenization studies, similar to those
considered by Fritzen et al.79, were successfully performed. The technique was also
successfully applied to microstructures with pores, modelled as missing grains141.
3.2. Models including crystal plasticity
Crystal plasticity theory describes, in a continuum framework, the plasticity mech-
anisms in single and aggregate crystals 146,147. It is based on the description of the
kinematics of plastic slip, which takes place anisotropically over a set of active slip
crystallographic planes. The crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM), ei-
ther for single crystals or for aggregates, is classically used 28: a) to study the grain
scale distribution and localization of strains, which often result in strongly hetero-
geneous plastic fields, due to lattice misorientation between adjacent grains148,149,
which can give rise to microscopic damaging processes; b) to predict the texture
evolution of polycrystalline solids subjected to deformation processes, i.e. the lat-
tice reorientation of crystals caused by the deformation (150,37,46; c) to assess the
quality of homogenization schemes based on simplified assumptions53,151.
It has been observed152 that two kinds of CPFEM may be found in the literature:
local scale and global scale simulations. In small scale applications, the grains are
represented explicitly and the focus of the investigation is on the computational
reconstruction of local inter- and intragranular fields45,53,153. In global scale appli-
cations, the microstructure is not represented explicitly and the focus is on the
aggregate behavior. Each integration point of a macro-FE mesh represents a group
of crystals, whose properties are described through homogenized laws describing
interactions among crystals. The resulting polycrystalline behavior is used as a
macroscopic constitutive law, but provides better predictions of the final mechani-
cal properties of the sample37,49.
Some introductory reviews of CPFE models are given in some papers in the
literature142,28. A recent comprehensive review has been given by Roters et al.17,
who thoroughly discussed several aspects of crystal plasticity modelling, from the
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essential inclusion of dyadic kinematics to the formulation of various types of crystal
level constitutive laws, in a broad framework of scientific and technological applica-
tions, devoting attention also to comparisons of the predictions with experiments.
More than 400 bibliographic entries are discussed in the review. The scope here is
much more limited and mainly focused on the use of crystal plasticity in the 3D
modelling of polycrystalline aggregates at the mesoscale.
In its basic small strain configuration, crystal plasticity is introduced by means of
the Schmid law (eq. 9) which relates the crystallographic slip rate γ˙s of a system s
to the plastic strain rate ε˙∼
g in a grain g. The Schmid tensorm∼
s is defined from the
slip planes normals n−
s and slip directions l−
s of the considered slip system family
and with the considered crystallographic orientation. Slip occurs on a slip system
provided that the shear stress τ s exerted on it overcomes a threshold, just as in
classical plasticity. This effective shear stress is computed also from the Schmid
tensor, as defined from eq. 10.
ε˙∼
g =
∑
s
m∼
s γ˙s where m∼
s =
1
2
(
n−
s ⊗ l−s + l−s ⊗ n−s
)
(9)
τ s =σ∼ : m∼
s (10)
From that point, crystal plasticity may be classified into two main categories: rate-
dependant or rate-independant. The challenge in this latter case is to deal numeri-
cally with the determination of the active slip system which happens as a singularity
in the numerical process. To avoid any singularity affecting numerical convergence,
it is common to deal with a viscoplastic framework, within which parameters can
be tuned to inhibit viscous effects if needed. Models can then be classified into two
other categories: those where the effective shear stress on a slip system is determined
from phenomenological hardening laws mimicking the increase in dislocation den-
sity and those, more physically consistent, where dislocation densities are explicitly
accounted for. The model of Asaro 146 and its extension by Me´ric and Cailletaud
154 to a combination of isotropic and kinematic non linear hardening of the slip
systems provide common examples of this phenomenological approach: a system is
active provided that τ s is greater than a state of stress which is determined from a
combination of isotropic and kinematic non linear hardening on the slip systems and
these hardening components obey non linear evolution laws of the Chaboche type.
In a typical dislocation-density based model (see e.g. 65), γ˙s is determined from a
flow rule of the type of eq 11, as a function of τs and temperature; the hardening
rule forτ s accounts for the dislocation densities ρs in all the slip systems and these
dislocation densities are determined according to the slip rate γ˙s and the mean free
path of a dislocation Dpath by means of an evolution law as illustrated in eq 12.
γ˙s = f (τs, T ) (11)
τs = f (ρ
s) ρ˙s = f (γ˙s , Dpath, ρ
s) (12)
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Several three-dimensional finite element models incorporating crystal plasticity laws
were initially developed to assess texture development. In several studies37,39,40,42,44,
the assumed morphology was quite simple, and often coarse meshes, with an indi-
vidual grain represented with a single finite element, were employed. Although the
simple representation of the microstructure, these models were quite accurate in
predicting texture evolution.
The local and global response of elastic and visco-plastic anisotropic polycrystals
has been investigated by Lebensohn155 adapting a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
technique previously developed by Moulinec and Suquet156. A simplified cubic-grain
morphology was used to represent the polycrystal. The FFT formulation is restricted
to RVEs under periodic boundary conditions and, for these cases, its performance
was shown to be largely superior that of the FEM calculation for problems of the
same size. The model was used to predict both local and overall textures of a single
phase fcc polycrystal deformed in plane-strain compression. It predicted intragranu-
lar misorientation and subgrain formation. The texture development predicted with
the FFT model was in good agreement with typical fcc textures, measured for the
same deformation.
Delannay et al.49 focused on the prediction of texture development and microscopic
strain heterogeneity in cold-rolled ULC steel and in multiphase steel under uniaxial
tension. They represented the microstructure as an aggregate of cubes or truncated
octahedrons, meshed as a finite element mesh and loaded with periodic boundary
conditions. This work belongs to a set of investigations in which the microstructure
is not explicitly modelled, but it is assessed on a statistical basis. The model mi-
crostructure resembles the real microstructure in terms of texture, volume fraction of
phases, grain shape, grain size distribution, etc. and, if a sufficient number of grains
is contained in the model microstructure, then it is statistically representative of
the sample under consideration and numerical predictions may be validated against
experimental measurement of the texture development37,44,157,47,158. A simplified
implementation of crystal plasticity, in which elastic strains are considered infinitesi-
mal, was used in the work. The use of truncated octahedrons, instead of bricks, was
suggested to overcome the underestimation of strain heterogeneity between hard
austenite grains and softer surrounding grains made of ferrite and bainite. It was
found that this assumption yielded improved predictions compared to those with
cuboidal grains.
Zhang et al.159 developed and implemented a 3D microstructure-based constitutive
model for monotonic and cyclic deformation of duplex Ti-6Al-4V. Individual grains
were represented as identical cubes in the FE mesh and the model was calibrated to
adequately represent the microstructures of the tested material. Equivalent orienta-
tions with similar probability density distributions of the crystallographic orienta-
tions were assigned to the finite element mesh. Crystal plasticity laws were applied
to both primary a phase and lamellar colony via ABAQUS implementation. For a
given Ti6Al4V alloy, it was shown that the mechanical deformation could be cor-
rectly predicted by conducting the FE simulations the proposed material modeling.
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Effects of microstructural features were examined and compared well the experi-
mental data, in terms of influence on the material yield strength.
Although models with simplified representation of the microstructure were able to
produce acceptable predictions of the texture evolution, the accurate representa-
tion of local micro stress/strain gradient, especially close to the grain boundaries,
required more a realistic representation of the microstructure. One of the first at-
tempts at simulating a fully three-dimensional microstructure with discretization
of individual grains was done by Sarma et al. 91, who also combined the deforma-
tion model with a recovery and recrystallization model. It was assumed that elastic
deformations are negligibly small, and that deformation occurs by slip dominated
plastic flow. Due to the limited modes of slip deformation, the crystals must rotate to
accommodate arbitrary deformations. The preferred reorientation of crystals leads
to texture development, modeled using crystal plasticity constitutive laws.
Quilici and Cailletaud 160 developed a crystal plasticity finite element framework,
that was subsequently used for a detailed analysis of the intergranular and trans-
granular stress/strain fields within 3D polycrystalline aggregates in the small strains
regime53,54. Voronoi polyhedra were used to represent the microstructure and a spe-
cific crystallographic constitutive model, accounting for visco-plasticity, isotropic
and kinematic hardening was employed. Aggregates up to 200 grains were ana-
lyzed and attention was devoted to the high computational requirements of this
3D computations. The FETI method161 was employed in conjunction with high
performance computing (PVM and MPI) to tackle the problem. The same strategy
was later employed by Diard et al.60, who focused on a detailed analysis of micro
plasticity in hexagonal close-packed materials, with the declared aim of representing
an ”as realistic as possible” microstructure. In these studies, reference is made to
the possibility of investigation damage initiation mechanisms, thorough an accurate
modelling of the microstructure.
Choi162 investigated the the plane strain compression of polycrystalline interstitial
free steels with CP FEM, using a simplified quasi 3-D geometric mesh. The simula-
tions provided a quantitative assessment of the orientation-dependent stored energy
in cold-rolled IF steels. Sarma and Radhakrishnan163 applied CPFEM for study-
ing the hot deformation of grains in polycrystalline aluminum. They report that,
due to the time-consuming nature of such simulations, it was possible to consider
only a limited number of specially constructed microstructures. The simulations
were able to capture many experimentally observed features, then providing a use-
ful tool for investigating the cube deformation and recrystallization textures dur-
ing cold and hot deformation of aluminum alloys. Zhang et al.61 investigated the
role of micro-plasticity in the response of polycrystalline hexagonal ceramics un-
der uniaxial-strain shock compression. They developed a 3D Voronoi finite element
(ABAQUS/Standard) polycrystal model for the analysis of heterogeneous micro-
plasticity, with compression-dependent anisotropic elasticity and rate-dependent
crystal plasticity and analyzed aggregates containing 1001000 hexagonal crystals,
concluding that a 600-grain Voronoi polycrystal provides a statistically accurate
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model. The possibility that micro-plasticity due to basal slip 〈112¯0〉{0001} is the
dominant mechanism governing the inelastic response of polycrystalline hexagonal
ceramics under uniaxial-strain shock compression was investigated. The crystal elas-
ticity parameters were determined from the known material properties of α-6H SiC.
The crystal plasticity parameters were chosen so that the resulting plastic response
was essentially non-hardening and very weakly rate-sensitive. The results showed
that the assumption of basal-slip only micro-plasticity does not cause physically un-
reasonable micro-mechanical states, with the computed volume-averaged response
matching the experimental data well up to a longitudinal stress of 20 GPa. Among
other conclusions, the authors interestingly observed that the micro-plastic process
generates micro-mechanical heterogeneities of such intensity to justify the possibil-
ity of micro-cracking initiation at micro-plasticity generated stress concentrations,
if micro-cracking is also a viable mechanism in shock-compressed ceramics.
An interesting application of the crystal plasticity theory in a 3D finite element
framework can be found in You et al.124, where the deformation of a thin 316LVM
stainless steel strut, often used for cardiovascular stents, is analyzed. The models
were obtained starting from in situ deformation experiments performed using SEM,
digital photogrammetry and OIM. An idealized prismatic grain model and a fully
3D model were analyzed: results showed that the models gave a very good predic-
tion of the global stressstrain curve, with the fully 3D model being slightly more
accurate. The models produced similar maps of local surface strain components,
when compared with experimental maps, and predicted the grain level active slip
systems and the evolution of the active systems during deformation. The prediction
of grain reorientation during deformation and the development of discrete deforma-
tion bands within the grains was less accurate. The authors suggested addressing
these issues enhancing the accuracy of the material strain hardening description
introducing a length scale representation in a strain gradient plasticity framework.
However, this was not the most relevant aspect in the considered application, were
the reconstruction of the global stress-strain curve was the most important objec-
tive.
Zeghadi et al.28 performed, in a crystal plasticity finite element framework, a statis-
tical analysis on the behavior of several different 3D morphologies generated starting
from the same 2D surface. Aggregates with around 40 grains were considered and
the plastic strain fields on the reference 2D surface, induced by different internal
3D morphologies of the assessed specimen, were investigated and it was found that,
in the case of copper grains, large fluctuations in the equivalent plastic slip level
are induced by different internal 3D morphologies, under the same external loading
conditions. The conclusions of the study advocate the need of full 3D studies over
simplified pseudo 3D (or 2D columnar) studies. Similar studies, focused on the com-
parison between experimental and computational results, with the aim of identifying
possible sources of error and better calibration microstructural constitutive param-
eters were performed by He´ripre´ et al.164 and Musienko et al.120. Musienko et al.120
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analyzed an experimentally reconstructed copper specimen with approximately 100
grains. Crystal plasticity finite elements were used and the results of fully 3D and
columnar 2D (pseudo-3D) simulations were compared in order to assess the bias
introduced by the simplified mesh generation. It was found that the computational
results of the full 3D mesh were in good agreement with the experimental data,
while only some traces of the experimental behavior were retained by the extended
2D simulations. He´ripre´ et al.164 applied a similar method to zirconium and tita-
nium aluminide alloys, employed in the nuclear and aeronautic industries, in order
to improve the understanding of their micro-mechanical behaviour.
Zhao et al.165 used the finite element crystal plasticity framework to investigate
strain localization and surface roughening observed in experiments in polycrystals,
to get insight into grain-scale roughening mechanisms and to assess the robustness
of numerical models used in the prediction of local surface displacements. With
this motivation, they conducted a series of uniaxial tension tests using EBSD, digi-
tal image correlation and surface roughening measurements on a three-dimensional
(quasi 2D) dog bone oligocrystal sample. On the basis of their simulations, they
drew some conclusions and pointed out some limitations of crystal plasticity mod-
elling, related to its continuum nature, in addressing some experimentally observed
micro-deformation patterns.
A crystal plasticity framework for spatially controlled bainitic steels microstruc-
tures has been developed by OsipovAl200863, with a view towards the prediction of
brittle failures in nuclear power plants components. The influence of morphology,
local texture in the phases, mesh type and mesh size was investigated, and special
attention was devoted to the comparison between bainitic microstructures versus
an equiaxed ones. A relevant spurious effect has been found with meshes not con-
forming the bainitic packets boundaries and spanning more phases: an increase in
the local maximum stress has been observed, concluding that multi-phase elements
do not provide reliable local stresses and should be avoided in such applications.
Among the conclusions, an interesting suggestion was given on the suitable number
of grains/finite elements to be considered in microstructural failure initiation mod-
elling, taking into account the possibility of extreme intergranular events that may
enable damage initiation.
Since then, the approach has been extended to large deformation computations
with dislocation-density based constitutive laws presented in65. N’Guyen et al.32
presents a short overview of this approach with an application aiming at predicting
cleavage fracture of the polycrystal from a multiple micro-cracks scenario. For this
application, all the characteristics of the approach presented in63,64,65 have been
gathered and complemented by the use of a large scale and statistically represen-
tative microstructure of bainite polycrystal enabling the prediction of rare cleavage
micro-cracks events. Fig.3 presents some of the results of this study. Barbe et al.166
studied the localization of plastic strains in the elasto-plastic strain fields of a high-
resolution 3D polycrystalline representative volume element, considering that such
information is not easily experimentally accessible and that it can however be an
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Totaldislocation density
1e+14 2.4e+14 3.8e+14 5.2e+14 6.6e+14 8e+14
Cleavage stress: max principal stress projected onto {001} plane
1.5e+03 2.0e+03 2.5e+03 3.0e+03 3.5e+03
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Bainite polycrystal subjected to 10% plane strain tension with triaxiality=2. 4096 Voronoi
cells represent the bainitic packets of 80 primary austenite grains. The contour plots of (a) the
total dislocation density and (b) the cleavage stress illustrate how differently can transgranular
localization take place according to the considered field variable. After32.
important factor for the representativity of a microstructural morphology. A mod-
elling strategy similar to that used in Barbe et al.53 was used here and the 3D
distribution of highest strains was analyzed with considering the point-to-point co-
variance of segmented strain field. The propensity for strains to localize with the
same probability along bands large 2 or 3 mean grain size oriented at around 45◦
with respect to the tensile direction was shown. Since experimental characterization
of these features is still today difficult or impossible, the work constitutes the first
step toward such detailed and systematic 3D characterization.
In the work by Resk et al.142, which is mainly devoted to the development of
a meshing and remeshing strategy for polycrystalline microstructures under large
strains, the rolling of a 500-grains aggregate subjected to more than 90% thickness
reduction has been simulated. Better texture evolution predictions with respect to
standard polycrystal plasticity models such as the Taylor model is obtained. The
investigation shows that CPFEM, combined with appropriate modelling and com-
putational techniques, also in terms of HPC, offers a viable alternative to study
the micro-plasticity in aggregates of several tens or hundreds or even thousands of
grains. The authors also point out how classical crystal plasticity models are not
able to address complex microstructural evolutions at the sub-grain scale or near
grain boundaries and the need for physically based constitutive models is advocated.
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Barbe and Quey55 presented a numerical CPFE model for 3Dpolycrystalline mi-
crostructures including polycrystal-to-polycrystal diffusive transformations. They
implemented the main micro-scale features of the kinetics of diffusive transforma-
tions in actual steels: nucleation and growth at preferential sites of the microstruc-
ture with laws depending on time. The elasto-plastic interactions between parent
and growing grains is solved by the CPFE method at the intra-crystalline scale of
a representative volume element. On the basis of simulations results, the authors
pose some interesting fundamental questions about the experimental identification
of material parameters. Moreover the study calls points out the difficulty of ex-
perimental measurements of some parameters affecting the transformation process,
such as nucleation rate, distribution of nucleation sites, growth rate and suggest to
address these issues through sensitivity analysis or physically based modelling of
microstructural evolution at the local scale of few grains.
Schneider et al. investigated the mechanical behavior of alphaFe-Cu composites,
with experimentally reconstructed axial-symmetric microstructures167 and artifi-
cially generated Poisson-Voronoi microstructures168, under large plastic deforma-
tions in simple tension and compression, using 3D FE simulations (ABAQUS) with
an elasto-visco-plastic material model. Several different composites have been in-
vestigated in detail and the local deformations, the flow behavior, the texture, and
the distribution of the strains were considered, in order to reveal the effects of local
events on the global behavior and the dependence upon the phase distribution.
Li et al.169 used CPFEM to simulate the behavior of aluminum alloy AA2024 under
nano-indentation. The morphology was generated by Voronoi algorithms, the grain
orientations were imported from EBSD and the model parameters were calibrated
fitting the stressstrain curves obtained from some tensile tests performed at different
angles with respect to the rolling direction. The simulations showed that the local
deformation, at the indentation area, strongly depends on the grain properties and
matched the experimental data very well, in terms of simulated forcedisplacement
curves and indentation moduli. The effect of the microstructure on the macroscopic
indentation curves was demonstrated, observing also the effect of low and high
grain boundaries close to the indentation zone. The study was the first CP inves-
tigation on the behavior of individual grains, in polycrystalline aggregates, under
nano-indentation and provided detailed three-dimensional information not easily
obtainable from experiments.
3.3. Modelling microstructural damage
The possibility of modelling material microstructural damage initiation, coalescence
and evolution and capturing the process by which micro damage, voids and cracks
evolve into macro damage or cracks, capable of affecting the functionality and/or
safety of engineering structures, is attracting considerable attention, due also to
the development of more affordable computational capability. The aim of such in-
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vestigations is to understand how macro damage or cracks are nucleated. Ideally,
such information would complement that provided by classical continuum damage
and fracture mechanics, which study how damage or cracks, whose presence is a
priori assumed at some critical locations, propagate in a structure subjected to
given loads. In other words, while classical approaches assume the presence of pre-
existing damage and study how it propagates at a continuum level, microstructural
approaches investigate how damage is nucleated at the microscale and how it mi-
grates to the macroscale. It is clear that, once some kind of macroscopic damage
is initiated, it may in turn affect the initiation of new damage, favoring and ac-
celerating those microscopic processes that led to the nucleation of damage in first
place. In this sense damage is a multiscale phenomenon and it requires a multiscale
approach for understanding how micro and macro processes interact 170,171,172,173.
In this framework, the capability of modelling the microstructure and its evolution
is a fundamental tool, with the potential of making more predictable properties
such as strength, toughness, ductility, fatigue life, etc. which are of great relevance
to designers.
This section is dedicated to a brief survey of three dimensional computational ap-
proaches to damage and fracture in polycrystalline aggregates. Comprehensive re-
cent reviews have been given by other authors, such as Crocker et al.22 or Bieler
et al.174. In this short survey, the focus is on works considering three-dimensional
models.
The initiation and evolution of damage in polycrystalline microstructures is a com-
plex phenomenon that can assume different features and is affected by several fac-
tors. At temperatures below 0.3 Tmelting, the main fracture mechanisms in poly-
crystalline aggregates are22:
• brittle intergranular fracture, in which the micro cracks propagate along the
grain boundaries;
• brittle transgranular or cleavage fracture, where the cracks propagate
through the grains along some specific crystallographic planes;
• ductile fracture, which originates from the nucleation and coalescence of
micro voids initiating at second phase impurities.
At higher temperatures, creep becomes more important.
Such complexity makes the computational modelling of fracture in polycrystalline
microstructures particularly challenging as it is reflected by the lack of comprehen-
sive tools able to address simultaneously all the possible damaging mechanisms. A
fundamental aspect of polycrystalline materials, which has a strong influence on
crack propagation and should be retained in any computational representation, is
the microstructural heterogeneity in terms of morphology and crystallographic ori-
entation, which is responsible for the strain and stress concentrations that arise
when the microstructure tries to accommodate a macroscopic deformation: if local
strains can accommodate the geometry changes, no damage is initiated, whereas
damage may arise where insufficient strain or shape accommodation occurs. Crys-
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tal plasticity, often used in conjunction with the finite element method175,17, is a
general framework accounting for such heterogeneity174. On the other hand, ho-
mogenization models, due to their inherent features and scope, are not able to
provide a detailed local representation, and are then not suitable for damage char-
acterization, while atomistic or discrete dislocation density models can deal with
volumes too small to cope with the simulation of mesoscale damage nucleation. In
other words, although damage nucleation is undoubtedly related to atomistic phe-
nomena, the factors affecting it appear to originate mainly at a mesoscopic (grain)
scale, to such an extent that the grain scale appears as the most suitable to address
its study.
An important aspect deriving from microstructural heterogeneity is the presence of
intergranular interfaces, which play a fundamental role in the initiation of damage.
Some studies, in the framework of grain boundary engineering, evidenced the depen-
dence of material’s strength and damage nucleation resistance on the grain boundary
character, which depends on the interfacial structure 176,177,178,5,179,180,181,182. Ac-
cording to this paradigm, the grain boundary cohesive strength, and then quality of
the boundary, depends on its atomic packing efficiency. In turn, the material proper-
ties, especially in terms of damage nucleation propensity, depend on this boundary
quality. A popular approach for taking into account these energy based considera-
tions and modelling intergranular damage initiation and evolution is based on the
use of cohesive laws 183,184,185,186,187. Cohesive mixed-mode traction-separation laws
express interfacial tractions t as functions of the interfacial displacement opening
and sliding δu, through relationships of the form
t = K (d) δu (13)
that in general may embody the dependence on a scalar damage parameter 0 ≤ d ≤
1, varying between 0 (pristine state) and 1 (failed or cracked interface). In Eq.(13),
the interface cohesive energy is the work required to take the interface from a pris-
tine to a failed state.
Cohesive laws have been employed, together with finite elements, in several three-
dimensional studies about polycrystalline damage. Drawing on experiments and
atomistic simulations present in the literature, Wei and Anand188 observed that,
when the grain-size is under ≈ 100 nm, grain-boundary slip and separation start
having a major role in the overall inelastic response of a polycrystalline mate-
rial, while dislocation activity within the grain interiors becomes more difficult. To
model these effects, they coupled an isothermal, rate-independent crystal-plasticity
model for the bulk grains with an isothermal, rate-independent elasticplastic grain-
boundary interface cohesive model, accounting for both reversible elastic and ir-
reversible inelastic sliding-separation deformations at the grain boundaries. The
model was then applied to the analysis of the deformation and fracture response of
nano-crystalline nickel. Several 3D columnar aggregates were analyzed with a FE
ABAQUS implementation. The simulations reproduced the experimental macro-
scopic tensile stressstrain curves and the dominant microstructural fracture mecha-
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nisms. The effects of the variation of the grain-size on the macroscopic stressstrain
curve were also investigated. Results of models including crystal plasticity were
compared with results of models retaining only the elastic behavior of the grains.
The authors showed that the macroscopic nonlinearity in the stressstrain response
is mainly due to the behavior of the grain boundaries, while only limited plastic
deformation of the interior grains was observed. The competition between grain-
boundary and grain interiors deformation was shown to determine the observed
macroscopic stressstrain response, and the overall ductility. Also the fracture be-
havior of a notched specimen was investigated. The authors observed that their
model could be suitable to analyze inelastic deformation and fracture of materials
with little or no transgranular plasticity, such as ceramics and rock-like materials,
where the pseudo-plasticity and non-linear stressstrain curves arise primarily from
grain boundary separation and sliding.
The damage and cracking behavior of polycrystalline specimens subjected to quasi
static loads has been investigated by Luther and Ko¨nke66, who focused on the de-
velopment of a modified Voronoi algorithm to improve the approximation of grain
size distribution in artificially generated microstructures. The intergranular inter-
faces were represented with a cohesive zone model, to simulate crack propagation
along grain boundaries. The authors chose a traction separation law with a sharp
peak and an exponential decohesion path to simulate brittle intergranular fracture;
they observed how the choice of the cohesive parameters deserves careful considera-
tion, as it remarkably affects the aggregate mechanical behavior. Their tests showed
how the grain size distribution influences the sample effective tensile strength. The
model with a classical Voronoi geometry was also employed for simulating a small
3D sample, although the computational limitations imposed by the increased num-
ber of degrees of freedom were pointed out.
Benedetti and Aliabadi70 developed a 3D grain boundary integral model for in-
tergranular degradation and failure of polycrystalline microstructures subjected to
quasi static load conditions. The grains were represented as elastic anisotropic re-
gions and boundary integral equations were used to represent the elastic problem for
the individual grains. No plasticity was assumed for the grains. The interface was
conveniently modelled using extrinsic mixed-mode bi-linear cohesive laws, incor-
porating a damage parameter expressing the irreversible intergranular degradation
process. When an interface is completely damaged a micro-crack is introduced in the
simulation and a frictional contact analysis, taking into account the possibility of
separation or contact between the crack surfaces, was used to further follow the mi-
crostructural evolution. The model offers the advantage of simpler data preparation
with respect to the more popular FE analysis, as only meshing of the intergranular
interfaces is required in the problem. The classical boundary element method is used
for the numerical discretization. Several micromechanical analysis were performed
and the method appear promising for future multiscale applications.
The above works focused mainly on quasi static intergranular failure, employing co-
hesive laws to express the progressive failure of the interface. Other topics of great
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relevance in this framework are intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC)
and intergranular failure due to fatigue loads. These topics have been addressed at
the grain scale level, either employing cohesive relationships or continuum damage
mechanics approaches.
IGSCC is a complex phenomenon in which the nucleation and propagation of dam-
age is affected by the interplay of grain boundary features (precipitates, boundary
character, etc.), environment and loading conditions. Several models have been
proposed in the literature, but a unified treatment has not been attained, and it
is maybe not attainable, due to the specificity of the material/environment/load
set, which may change from application to application. Jivkov et al.48 developed a
computational 3D mechanical model for IGSCC based on the regular representa-
tion of the microstructure with truncated octahedra. The model was intended as an
advancement from percolation-like models176,189, by inclusion of mechanical effects
that allow the assessment of the influence of branching and bridging on the crack
driving force. Grain boundaries are categorized either as beneficial or detrimental
to fracture and, based on FE stress calculations, the model provides a simulation
of crack evolution, where the crack advance depends upon the actual mechanical
conditions at the crack tip. Results for cracks propagation and coalescence were
presented and they were consistent with experimental observations, demonstrating
the capability of simulating the crack bridging in the crack wake as well as crack
coalescence.
Kamaya and Itakura190 studied the initiation and propagation of the microcracks
using concepts of continuum damage mechanics in a FE framework. A 6000-grain
three-dimensional polycrystalline body was generated by Voronoi tessellation. Each
grain was decomposed into tetrahedral elements and different grains were bonded
placing thin intergranular elements with assigned stiffness between adjacent grains.
Cracks were assumed to grow along the grain boundaries and the grain boundaries
normal stress was used for crack initiation and growth. Damage was assumed to
accumulate at grain boundaries and a crack is initiated, setting the elastic constants
of the intergranular elements, when the accumulated damage exceeds the resistance
to cracking. The rate of accumulation of damage depends on the stress acting on
the grain boundary. The simulation reproduced the changes in the number of cracks
and sum of crack lengths obtained from experiments. Simonovski and Cizelj19 stud-
ied IGSCC in a section of a wire of AISI 302 stainless steel. The microstructure was
experimentally reconstructed by DCT and the analysis was conducted by FEM,
with grains assumed as isotropic and elastic. Cohesive laws were used for mod-
elling the intergranular interfaces, with zero thickness finite elements, and the grain
boundaries were classified either as resistant, modeled without damage evolution,
or susceptible, modeled with damage initiation and evolution. A field variable was
defined to model the corrosive environment. The model was afterwards extended to
include crystal plasticity20,30.
Musienko and Cailletaud67 developed a comprehensive computational framework
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for the analysis of iodine-assisted SCC in Zircaloy tubes used in nuclear power
plants. The model takes into account crystal plasticity, environmental effects and
the competition between inter and transgranular failure. The microstructure was
generated through Voronoi tessellation, while the grain-boundaries were obtained
by shrinking the grains, so to generate intergranular interstitia to be afterwards
meshed through suitable 2D or 3D intergranular finite elements with their own
constitutive behavior. The grains interior was modelled with a crystal visco-plastic
model154,191,192, extended to take into account the possibility of transgranular cleav-
age. Moreover, grain boundary elements were used to take into account the pos-
sibility of intergranular damage, opening and sliding. The damage was taken into
account through a scalar damage quantity, following a classical continuum damage
mechanics approach, and the laws governing the damage kinematics were given. In
other words, failure is modelled combining a damage mechanics approach for inter-
granular fracture (generated by cavity nucleation and growth) and a visco-plastic
law with softening (negative hardening) for cleavage. The environmental effects,
namely the presence of iodine, were simulated through the classical diffusion Fick’s
law, and a weak coupling between diffusivity coefficients and damage has been im-
plemented. The comprehensive computational tool was then applied to several 2D
and some 3D cases, to assess accuracy and numerical stability and promising results
and a good correlation with experimental studies were obtained. However, only one
3D case was reported and only intergranular failure was allowed in the 3D case,
apparently due to the high computational cost of a fully coupled 3D analysis. As
future development, the authors suggested the inclusion of additional chemical or
electrochemical parameters for a better characterization of environmental effects.
Intergranular fatigue damage in polycrystalline specimens was investigated by Bo-
midi et al.21, who presented a 3D FE model to account for topological randomness
in material microstructures for micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) devices.
The material topology is generated via 3D Voronoi tessellations, while progressive
fatigue material degradation is modelled within a continuum damage mechanics
framework. A debonding criterion was developed for both intergranular crack initia-
tion and propagation stages. The fatigue damage model was then used to investigate
the effects of microstructure on the fatigue life of cantilever MEMS devices, focusing
on morphological and material randomness, as well as on the effects of defects and
internal voids. Obtained stresslife results, damage progression and the overall crack
pattern were consistent with experimental or empirical observations. The model
was also used to identify geometric modifications beneficial to the fatigue life of mi-
cro cantilever beams subjected to bending. The microstructural topology had been
previously explicitly modelled also by Weinzapfel et al. 68, to investigate subsurface
stresses in Hertzian contacts and provide a better understanding of rolling contact
fatigue. 3D Voronoi tessellations were used in the study and an ABAQUS finite
element analysis was performed. Internal stresses for the rolling contact resulted
consistent with analytical solutions and the effects of the micromorphology on the
micro-stress distribution was assessed.
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In some studies, the nucleation of microstructural cracks bas been correlated with
the formation of persistent slip bands, due to the accumulation of plastic deforma-
tion. In this context, CPFE is a natural tool of investigation. Polycrystal plasticity
was used by Manonukul and Dunne193 to study both low and high cycle fatigue
(LCF & HCF) in a nickel based alloy. They modelled a representative region of
the material, around 60 grains, taking into account grain morphology and crystal-
lographic orientation. The model was capable of predicting correctly the slip accu-
mulation and a fatigue crack initiation criterion was proposed, based simply on a
critical accumulated slip: crack initiation occurs, when critical slip is achieved within
the microstructure. The model replicated several experimentally observed phenom-
ena and it is based on two material properties: the critical resolved shear stress and
the critical accumulated slip. A simple threedimensional extension of the model pro-
vided an estimate of the fatigue limit for HCF crack initiation in the nickel-based
alloy C263. In 194, LCF tests were carried out on a pseudo-3D (2D columnar) poly-
crystalline nickel-base alloy specimen. The microstructure was reconstructed using
EBSD and polycrystal plasticity analyses mimicking the experimental conditions
were performed. It was demonstrated that fatigue crack nucleation and growth de-
pended crucially on features such as crystallographic orientation, grain boundaries,
triple points and inclusions. It was shown that crack nucleation occurs at locations
where localised slip banding was predicted to develop by the crystal plasticity FE.
Sinha and Ghosh195 focused on the development of an experimentally based CPFE
micromechanical model 196,197 for predicting the nucleation of fatigue cracks and
total life in high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels subjected to cyclic loading over
a prolonged duration with high mean stress. In these conditions these materials
experience a failure mode known as cyclic ratcheting, due to the local accumula-
tion of plastic strain, leading to nucleation and growth of subsequent cracks by
void growth and coalescence. The strain accumulation, orientation and anisotropy
dependence must be represented by the microstructural FEM model. A realistic pre-
diction of nucleation life in ratcheting must refer to the estimation of local strains.
A simplified grain morphology (unit cube divided into a mesh 1728 8-noded brick
elements in ABAQUS-Standard) was used for representing the polycrystal and OIM
information was incorporated in the CPFEM, to account for crystallographic orien-
tation and misorientation distributions. Calibrated elasticity and crystal plasticity
material parameters for individual crystals were estimated. Stress-controlled cyclic
deformation conditions were simulated and a maximum local plastic strain-based
nucleation model was proposed for predicting ratcheting life. The model was found
to provide results consistent with experimental observations. It is worth noting,
however, that the actual initiation of a dominant crack was not explicitly modelled,
and the onset of dominant nucleation was assumed to occur at a critical plastic
strain estimated on the basis of experimental observations. Also in this work the
authors observed that the crystal plasticity computations for cyclic loading were
quite expensive, and simulating the entire life for the microstructure is prohibitive.
Consequently, simulations were run until stabilization of the ratcheting curve was
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reached.
Although the grain boundary engineering paradigm, in the investigation about dam-
age nucleation, has focused mainly on the inherent properties of interfaces, recent
studies, in the crystal plasticity framework, have started pointing out the impor-
tance of the interaction between dislocation activity in the interior grains and grain
boundaries198. Querin et al.199 investigated the formation of micro voids at cer-
tain grain boundary triple point junctions in thin sheets of rolled aluminum alloy
AA6022, subjected to monotonic tensile loading, using CPFEM with an experimen-
tally reconstructed microstructure. Bieler et al.174 provided a careful assessment of
the state of the art about damage nucleation in polycrystalline microstructures
and, on the basis of experimental and computational CP-FEM modelling of TiAl
aggregates, concluded that: a) large local strains prevent damage nucleation pro-
viding geometric accommodation that relieves local conditions favorable to damage;
b) damage nucleates from imperfect slip transfer through grain boundaries, which
leaves residual dislocation content in the boundary plane; c) damage nucleates at
grain boundaries where unfavorable slip interactions weaken the boundary itself;
d) slip directions are more influential on damage nucleation than slip planes. In
their study, they advocate the need of grain boundary damage nucleation crite-
ria incorporating: a) the orientations of crystals on either side of the interface; b)
the boundary orientation and structure, related to the boundary energy ; c) the
activated deformation systems on either side of the boundary; d) the stressstrain
gradient history in the grains on either side of an interface. They observed, on the
other hand, that research considering all the mentioned factors is rare.
Ductile damage evolution at the grain scale was investigated by Lebensohn et al.200,
who developed their FFT technique155 to study void growth in three-dimensional
microstructures. They merged polycrystal plasticity and dilatational plasticity to
compute growth of intergranular voids in porous polycrystalline materials. The for-
mulation was applied to a fcc polycrystal with uniform texture and intergranular
cavities, and to a porous material with homogenous isotropic matrix and identical
initial porosity distribution. Vose et al.201 proposed a micromechanical model of
creep induced grain boundary damage and simulated creep damage in a polycrystal
with finite element analysis. Grain boundary cavitation and sliding were considered
according to a micro-mechanically motivated cohesive zone model, while creep de-
formation of the grains was described with crystal plasticity. The model enabled the
simulation of grain boundary creep damage in polycrystalline structures and it can
be applied either to idealized polycrystalline structures or to real grain structures
of miniature creep specimens. The cohesive law employed to model creep, however,
requires careful experimental calibration, due to the large number of parameters
entering it.
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4. Multiscale Modelling of polycrystalline solids
The explicit simulation of the polycrystalline microstructure and its evolution finds
a remarkable application in the multiscale analysis of solids, in which a considered
component is analyzed simultaneously at the component level, in which the load
history is defined, and at the grain scale level, which provides the constitutive ma-
terial evolution. The term multiscale can assume a variety of meanings170,171,172,173:
however here we focus on simulations involving two spatial scales, the continuum
level and the grain scale level. The objective of these studies is the analysis of
both the behavior of the macro-component and the processes happening at the mi-
croscale during the loading history. The multiscale analysis becomes particularly
useful when, during the loading history, the microstructure undergoes transforma-
tions or damage, so that a simple constitutive model assumed at the macro-level
could not be used to simulate the behavior of the structure, see for example Fig.4.
It is worth mentioning that, due to the enormous computational effort required by
a full three-dimensional multiscale analysis, which usually involves the simultane-
ous solution of several three-dimensional non-linear microstructural problems, such
analyses are quite rare in the literature.
Han and Dawson202 proposed a multi-scale approach in which both micro and macro
scale are modelled with the finite element method. The macro-scale is used to de-
scribe the structural components while the micro-scale is used to describe crystal ag-
Macro G( )X
mBCs
mRVEevolution
Micro-damage and cracking
Homogenization
Macroscopic constitutive properties
Macro-scale non-linear analysis
mRVE
Fig. 4. Schematic of a homogenization based multiscale analysis: the macroscale provides bound-
ary conditions for the micro-RVEs that evolve and provide local constitutive behavior to the
macroscale.
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gregates. The individual crystals are represented as cubes and are spatially resolved
using one or more finite elements. A crystal plasticity formulation is employed to
describe the behavior of the aggregate. The solution process is strongly-coupled: the
information needed at each scale is computed and exchanged concurrently through-
out a simulation. In the localization process, the velocity gradient at a gauss point
at a macro-scale mesh is assigned to a microscale mesh boundary in the form of
equivalent essential (velocity) boundary conditions. The macroscale provides the
velocity gradient at the macro Gauss points, which is projected onto the microscale
meshes as essential boundary conditions (localization). The microscale provides the
macro-stress and stiffness at the macro-points associated with the analyzed mi-
crostructures: to achieve this, an averaging procedure is required to determine the
collective response of the aggregate (homogenization). The methodology has been
successfully demonstrated on two three-dimensional applications.
Nakamachi et al.122 developed multi-scale finite element analysis procedures to eval-
uate macroscopic material properties, such as strength, yield loci and formability, by
employing a realistic three dimensional (3D) micro polycrystal structure obtained
by scanning electron microscopy and the electron backscattering diffraction (SEM-
EBSD) measurements. The polycrystalline homogenization algorithm was based on
multi-scale asymptotic series expansion. The multi-scale finite element procedure
involved discretization of both the macro continuum and the point attached micro
crystal structure, which satisfies the periodicity condition. The method was ap-
plied to simulate the uniaxial tension test of a pure iron sheet to study the texture
evolution at the micro level and subsequent yield loci at the macro level. Second,
formability assessment tests for three automotive sheet metals were analyzed by a
dynamic explicit FE code, to assess their formability. The thickness strain local-
ization and the texture evolution were studied to characterize these sheet metals.
The technique has been further developed for formability tests203 and accelerated
with parallel computing techniques based on domain partitioning of FE model for
macro-continuum using the message passing interface (MPI) library and PC clus-
ters.
Rimoli and Ortiz204 proposed a three-dimensional model for intergranular hydro-
gen embrittlement taking into account the degradation of grain boundary strength
arising from the grain-boundary diffusion of hydrogen. The microstructure was mod-
elled using an idealized morphology and the intergranular interfaces were modelled
with cohesive laws with strength dependent on the hydrogen concentration. The
grains were modelled as anisotropic elasto-plastic domain deforming by crystallo-
graphic slip. The polycrystal was assumed to have random texture. The microstruc-
tural model was explicitly retained in the three-dimensional finite-element model
of an AISI 4340 steel double-cantilever specimen in contact with an aggressive en-
vironment. The two scale were then computed concurrently: in particular, the full
microstructure was represented in proximity of the crack tip, with a full crystal plas-
ticity model; further from the crack tip, the microstructure was still represented,
but only anisotropic elastic behavior was assumed; further from the process zone,
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the mesh was rapidly coarsened and the macro-material was assumed to be isotropic
and elastic. The model was validated providing qualitative and quantitative predic-
tions that matched well with experiments.
5. General discussion and future developments
Forty years after the first microstructure-based computations of polycrystals, two-
dimensional at that stage, presented by Canova et al. 205, the CPFE approach has
been adapted by many different teams all over the world: Cailletaud, Bohlke, Raabe,
Gosh, Groeber, Dawson, Anand, . . . , just to cite some of the renowned heading re-
searchers. It has proved its great potential for providing an accurate constitutive
modelling in cases of materials where the nature of the microstructure and of its
heterogeneities play a major role in its mechanical response, not only polycrystalline
materials but also e.g. ice 58, carbon-filled rubber 206, foams 207 . . . for which the
principles of microstructure-based full field CPFEM have been extended.
As the approach consists in explicitly representing the microstructure (otherwise one
may take advantage of significantly less time consuming mean-field approaches), nu-
merical technical challenges had to faced: how to represent a high quality microstruc-
ture, how to mesh it correctly and how to have it computed with a compromise to
be found between computing time/resources and the requirement of large size do-
mains of computation ensuring statistical representativity. With these challenges,
many studies have been presented in this review, which shows that efficient and
robust solutions have been found. Yet developments are still necessary: polycrys-
talline microstructural morphologies can be much more complex than that provided
by a classical Voronoi mosaic, because of non convexity of the grain morphologies,
presence of different phases (as in multi-phase steels), morphological texture, multi-
modal grain size distribution . . . Efforts are currently being made in this particular
sense, notably in208. These efforts aim either at improving microstructure generation
algorithms for introducing new features: multi-level tessellations meant to represent
the multi-scale space subdivision of e.g. bainitic steels constituted of grains, pack-
ets, lamellae; processes of repulsion, weighting and spatio-temporal distribution of
the tessellation nuclei enabling the generation of a wide variety of grain size distri-
butions, including multi-modal. Besides, these efforts aim at developping a robust
methodology for constructing a high quality mesh from experimental data: if exper-
imental techniques are now able to provide a three-dimensional micron-scale rep-
resentation of an actual polycrystalline microstructure, having this microstructure
reproduced by a mesh is mainly performed with the basic method where to 1 voxel
corresponds a brick element; this leads to step-wise representation of boundaries
and interfaces which, as shown in many studies, can be at the origin of significant
numerical artifacts in mechanical fields (especially stresses) and as a consequence to
biased predictions of lifetime, probabilities of failure, . . . Having an experimentally
characterized microstructure processed to an unstructured mesh with grain bound-
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aries conforming to tetrahedral element boundaries is a very difficult task because
of all the preliminary filtering steps to perform before, first, describing correctly the
topology and, secondly, construct a high quality mesh from it.
The second aspect of the CPFEM on which major developments have been and will
continue to be performed on a long run concerns the constitutive modelling account-
ing for microscopic mechanisms on a physics basis: dislocations motions, multipli-
cation or annihilation, moving interfaces, diffusion processes, cleavage micro-cracks,
void growth, coalescence, corrosion, . . . Physics- or thermodynamics-based models
exist and have proved their relevance for reproducing these mechanisms but the
main difficulty is to have these models coupled to a FE resolution on a large scale
3D polycrystal. The compatibility can be ensured on a theoretical basis, as pro-
vided for example by the mechanics of generalized continua (see e.g. 209 and an
application in 210), or on a small time and space scale of a physical process. This is
the case for example of phase field modelling incorporating crystal plasticity211,212.
But having phase field coupled to crystal plasticity, would it be by FE or not, in
order to achieve a comprehensive description of deformation combined to phase
transformation or recrystallisation involved in the process of elaboration of a metal
alloy RVE remains a very high challenge. Once again, in this respect, synthetic
microstructural representation still offers a good compromise, especially if one has
to face with a system or a problem which is very demanding on the side of statis-
tical representativity. This alternative solution, however, also has to deal with an
ultimate difficulty arising as soon as there are modifications in the microstructure:
how to have the mesh accounting for these modifications, would they be related to
a change in material properties or to cracking, cavitation, . . . The simplest way is
to keep the same mesh and have the properties of the concerned elements varying
such as to reproduce the consequences of the material properties variations. This
consists for example in dropping the stiffness of an element to a quasi null value
in order to mimic the presence of a crack. This solution however cannot properly
apply to crack propagation since its velocity is strongly dependent on the mesh
refinement at the tip of the crack. One thus has to resort to mesh reconstruction
and field transfer from increment to increment. Combined to non-linearities and
anisotropies (which are typical of crystal plasticity), significant problems of numer-
ical convergence arise. This kind of problem summarizes most of the challenges in
CPFEM: multi-scale and multi-physics problems engaging complex numerical meth-
ods for the microstructure generation, the meshing-remeshing, numerical resolution
and comprehensive physics-based constitutive modelling.
6. Conclusions
In the present overview, recent contributions on three-dimensional mechanical mod-
elling of polycrystalline materials at the grain-scale have been surveyed. The com-
putational analysis of fully 3D microstructures, with accurate representation of the
micro-morphology, has recently gained momentum, due to wider affordability of
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High Performance Computing. Several aspects, ranging from the generation and
meshing of more or less accurate microstructures, to the use of more or less refined
constitutive models for the individual grains, to the formulation of multiscale mod-
els involving the component and the grain scales, have been considered and recent
contributions have been discussed. There is today wide acceptance that three di-
mensional aspects (morphology and constitutive laws) have to be considered in the
analysis, if the full complexity of local microstructural phenomena and rare events,
affecting especially the behavior of the material with respect to damage and fail-
ures, has to be fully understood. On the other hand, some limitations of continuum
approaches for the study of some phenomena have been pointed out in some studies,
calling for the use of physically based models involving scales below the grain level.
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